Call for Papers, Special Issue, Books, Conference Proceedings and Journal Hosting Proposal

About the Press: IPS Intelligentsia Publishing Services is a reputable international publishing company that publishes scholarly journals and books in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) and HASS (Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences). It publishes in all fields of study.

Call for Papers: We would like to invite you to publish with us. Papers published with us will receive very high publicity and acquire very high reputation. Our publishing process is smooth, simple and timely. For inquiries or paper submission, please write us through editor@ipsintelligentsia.com

Articles and Preprint Publishing

- Preprint in progress: Submitted to journal
- Peer review process
- Accepted version
- Final manuscript
- Published: Version of record

Book Publishing

- 1. Contact Us
- 2. Fill the book proposal form
- 3. Submit proposal
- 4. Review of proposal
- 5. Approval
- 6. Signing of contract
- 7. Writing commence
- 8. Submission of draft
- 9. Evaluation and review
- 10. Copyediting & typesetting
- 11. Production
- 12. Indexing and distribution

Conference Proceedings

- Publish your conference proceedings, book of abstracts and articles
- Benefits
- DOI assignment
- Indexing
- Worldwide visibility

Journal Hosting

- 1. Reduced cost
- 2. Workflow mgmt
- 3. Review process mgmt
- 4. Website maintenance
- 5. ISSN assignment
- 6. Doi assignment
- 7. Free plagiarism scanning
- 8. Publishing & Indexing
- 9. Worldwide visibility

Special Issue

- 1. Identify a niche
- 2. Contact Us
- 3. Fill a proposal form
- 4. Review & Approval
- 5. Call for papers
- 6. Review of papers
- 7. Publishing & Indexing

Indexing and Abstracting

- Web links

Featured Journals

- Natural Sciences
- Biological Sciences
- Drug Discovery
- Toxicology
- Medical Sciences
- Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences
- Engineering

Some benefits of publishing with us: (1) Quality peer review (2) Speedy publication (3) Indexing and archiving of published content (4) DOI Issuance (5) Reduced cost of publishing, among other benefits.

IPS Intelligentsia offer free publishing to support authors without grants